Haircare Treatments - ECHOSLINE
MAKE- AGE
line restructuring
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MAKE- AGE
line restructuring

line restorative
This is the line of professional treatments Echosline dedicated to women of all ages.
Enriched with Oceaxyl Botanic Complex made ??of natural aquatic plants, plays an
effective restructuring, protective and reinforcing for dry, damaged, treated with split ends
and prone to rupture.
RESTRUCTURING SHAMPOO
Ideal for dry, treated with split ends and prone to rupture. Enriched with Oceaxyl Complex,
nourishes and moisturizes, protecting and strengthening the stem. Plus : Detoxifying
Action.
box: bottles of 250 and 1000 ml.
BIPHASIC RESTRUCTURING CONDITIONER - pH 4
Ideal for fine hair, depleted and dehydrated, restores vitality and volume without weighing,
wrapping the stem with a protective film anti- breakage. Plus : Action Anti- Pollution.
box: 250 ml bottle.
HEALING MASK - pH 3.5
Ideal for dry, brittle and processed, discipline, nourishes and repairs, preventing the
formation of split ends. Gives the hair a more youthful, healthy and vital. Plus : Action
Rebalancing after a service technician.
box: pots 250 and 1000 ml.
LOTION WITHOUT RESTORING RINSE
Ideal for dry, colored and exploited by chemical treatments. Its specific formula enriched
with Oceaxyl Complex plays an effective revitalizing, detangling and softening that shows
the weakened hair, dull and devoid of structure to an optimum condition of luster, tone and
vitalità.Plus : Action Intensive Restructuring.
box: 10 ml vial in a pack of 12 pcs.
MOUSSE FORTIFYING
Ideal for brittle hair, dry and treated. Formulated with Wheat Protein and Solar Filter,
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nourishes, restores and protects the hair fiber, preparing the crease for an estate full of
volume. Plus : Action bivalent : a wet hair makes it easier to fold, dry hair gives a natural
finish.
box: 250 ml bottle.
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